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Summer is such a good time to hold wedding. I believe that you have received some invitations for
wedding ceremony. Well, the problem that every woman will meet is what to wear. Actually you can
find some clues from the invitation card, if the ceremony is black-tie or similar, it is better to choose
a long formal or evening gown. If it is not, short length maybe is a good option. Want to know more?
Keep reading.

I believe all ladies will like to show some skin for the wedding because it is the summer, so strapless
or one-shoulder dresses are indispensable. There two types suit almost all body figures and have a
lot of different cut with the basic design, so do not worry that you will wear the same or similar with
others since so many women will choose them. Although these two styles look so gorgeous, they
still need some accessories to enhance the beauty. When you wear a strapless skirt, a stunning
necklace will make you look fantastic. Yet maybe asymmetrical one shoulder neckline is not
appropriate to pair a necklace, but a pair of earrings will also complement the skirt well.

Most women prefer to show legs rather than shoulders in summer, so it is a good chance to choose
cocktail dresses when attending a summer wedding. The length is better just at the knee or above
the knee. Do not choose some mini styles, which are improper. Of course, the proper length also
depends on how long you legs are and how high you heels are. In most peopleâ€™s opinions, short
length dresses are less formal than long ones. If you want to keep a formal look when attend some
formal occasions in short styles, just choose fabrics like silk and satin.

I think bright colors should be chosen when attend a summer wedding. They look sunny and
stunning, and just match with the season. Yellow, blue or red are all good for you. These colors
remind me of leisure time and vacations, leaving a romantic impression. Some young ladies like to
choose pink instead. This color is really good for girls who want to show their cute side. But
remember that when you choose a particular color, some good embellishments and accessories
should also be chosen.

I love beautiful embellishments, such as small flowers, bows or ruffles. There look amazing if they
are placed rightly. Take flowers as an example, some gorgeous one shoulder dresses are
sometimes embellished with a small flower on the shoulder. Or sometimes it is placed in the waist
part. The flower makes the entire skirt have a summer look. Ruffled skirts also can be found
everywhere. If you like, you can add some yourself.
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a A line prom dress is good option for summer wedding. Cocktaildressshops.co.uk has so many
beautiful a cocktails dresses for your different events like a one shoulder dresses, red and black
gowns.
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